openQA Tests - action #40235
[opensuse] test fails in updates_packagekit_gpk - no password prompt in screenlock
24/08/2018 06:16 pm - StefanBruens

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: ggardet_arm
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: Milestone 21

Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-Tumbleweed-DVD-aarch64-gnome@aarch64 fails in updates_packagekit_gpk

Screenlock screen appears, "ret" is pressed several times, but no password field appears.

This is likely the same issue as in:
https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/741075#step/first_boot/10
bsc#1086425 - user account not selected by default, have to use mouse to login

(NB: can someone open bsc#1086425 - it has restricted access)

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 20180330

Expected result

Last good: 20180322 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 24/08/2018 06:41 pm - StefanBruens
Copy or factor out code from handle_login - https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/blob/master/lib/utils.pm#L415
to ensure_unlocked_desktop - https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/blob/master/lib/utils.pm#L410

#2 - 10/09/2018 09:06 am - okurz
- Subject changed from test fails in updates_packagekit_gpk - no password prompt in screenlock to [functional][u] test fails in updates_packagekit_gpk
- no password prompt in screenlock
- Target version set to Milestone 19

#3 - 29/09/2018 05:12 pm - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 19 to Milestone 21

#4 - 01/10/2018 08:20 am - ggardet_arm
- Status changed from New to In Progress

19/03/2020
This ticket should be fixed by:
https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/commit/f04db23a222a0caec4e91652f05c8b24cadecf8d
https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/commit/0701cf408415acef77cc457c037df3b63dfc7884

#5 - 10/10/2018 08:30 am - okurz
- Subject changed from [functional][ui] test fails in updates_packagekit_gpk - no password prompt in screenlock to [opensuse] test fails in updates_packagekit_gpk - no password prompt in screenlock
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback
- Assignee set to ggardet_arm

@ggardet_arm I assume you checked, is it working by now or something missing?

#6 - 10/10/2018 08:40 am - ggardet_arm

Yes, it is working fine now.

#7 - 18/02/2019 08:36 am - okurz
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved

as per last comment